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26th Sunday (A)

Mt 1:28-32, Phil 2: 1-11

TOGETHER OUR HOPE
A very reassuring feature of the last six months is a new awareness of how
much we depend on each other for our well being. The enormous contribution
of heroic individuals to the care of our health continues to stand us in good
stead as do our own communal efforts daily. Most of us are social and
co-operative creatures.
Each of us is a unique individual created to live in enriching
relationships with one another. Our individuality is a personal
invitation to enhance our world by how we live together. Each
day is an opportunity to let our potential blossom.
True goodness is only accomplished at great cost to those
who do it. It needs action rather than empty words. In
Sunday’s Gospel, the obedient promise of one son went unfilled, whereas the reflective action of
the rebellious brother met the father’s request. What does the Father ask of us each day?
St. Paul’s timely message this weekend highlights the example of Jesus to guide us practically in
our daily lives.
“Be united in your convictions and united in your love, with a common purpose and a common
mind.”
“In your minds you must be the same as Christ Jesus. His state was divine, yet He did not cling
to His equality with God ……… even accepting death on a cross.”
It is on such foundations we build our hope together.
Fr. Tom Clancy.
Creation Matters
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Transport is responsible for 20% of Ireland’s total greenhouse gas emissions.
If we reduce our maximum driving speed to 80km/hr, we can reduce our carbon dioxide
emissions by 30%, as well as reducing particulate matter and nitrogen oxides emissions !
This would not only benefit the environment, but would make life safer, reduce stress levels and
reduce fuel costs.
It takes a conscious effort to change our driving habits, but there’s so much to be gained.
For more, see www.80max.ie
Faith in Action Group
Parish Notices 27/9/202026th Sunday Ordinary Time
Bulletin No: 1451
Priesthood Education:
The annual collection for Priesthood Education will take place at all Masses this weekend—
26th/27th September.
First Friday:
Next Friday, 2nd October, is the First Friday of the month. There will be Exposition of the
Blessed Sacrament from 10.00am to 11.00am and from 6.30pm to 7.30pm followed by Mass.
Gougane Barra Sunday:
Mass on Sunday 27th September, 2020 at 2.45pm in Gougane Barra will be celebrated by
Bishop Fintan and will be available online only via the Diocesan website.
Dennehy’s Cross Active Retirement Group:
We hope you are all well! Due to Covid-19 restrictions, our monthly gatherings will not resume
until further notice for everyone's safety. Regards: Maura, Sarah, Mary and Helen.

